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Experimental techniques were employed to determine the
coefficient of skin friction drag and the distribution of
local frictional intensity for several low drag bodies of
revolution with mixed laminar and turbulent flow The data
were obtained as a function of fineness ratio and Reynolds
number from experiments conducted in the U. S. Naval
Postgraduate School subsonic wind tunnel under conditions
equivalent to incomDressible flow.
Skin friction drag coefficients were determined first
by the indirect method of subtracting pressure drag from
total drag. A second more direct method was the deter-
mination of local shear distributions and integration over
the surface area to obtain total frictional drag* The
possibility of inaccuracies introduced by assumptions and
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1. Introduction,
The aerodynamic forces on a body immersed in an incom-
pressible fluid flow consist of contributions from normal
pressures and tangential shear stresses The problem of de=
termining the coefficient of skin friction drag and distri-
bution of local frictional intensity for several bodies of
revolution as a function of fineness ratio and Reynolds number
was undertaken at the United States Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California . Data for this analysis were obtained
from subsonic wind tunnel tests on six models with fineness
ratios from one to six at zero angle of attack and through a
Reynolds number range of Ool to 5°0 x 10 . The model shapes
were based upon the NACA 66(215) -0XX airfoilo
The skin friction drag based on wetted surface area was
to be initially determined from the difference of the total
drag and pressure drag. A second method involving the inte-
gration of the local shear stresses in the boundary layer over
the developed length of the body was later utilized to deter-
mine the skin friction drag.
The expected agreement in results from the two methods
was dependent upon an accurate determination of the drag com-
ponents of the mutually perpendicular pressure and shearing
forces acting normal and tangential to the model surface c It
was hoped that these results could be correlated with and com-
pared to other analytically and experimentally determined skin
friction drag coefficients of a flat plate at zero incidence
and other axially symmetric bodies*

2. Equipment and Procedures.
Six similarly shaped bodies of revolution with various
length to diameter ratios were used as a basis for the experi-
mental portion of this investigation c The models were con-
structed of mahogany with a highly polished lacquer finisho
The models all had a longitudinal distribution of diameter
corresponding to the chordwise distribution of thickness for
the NACA 66(215)-0XX airfoil. Their low drag profile ends
with a cusped trailing edge The point of maximum diameter
is at *+5 percent of the length for each model Fig 1 con-
tains a photograph of the models • The length to diameter
ratios were one, two, three, four, five, and six with the
maximum diameter of each body being six inches e Tables I and
II contain the diameter-length coordinates and other model
characteristics such as surface and frontal areas Each model
has a pressure orifice on the nose and tail with ten other
pressure orifices located along the surface,, Orifice locations
are at the same X/L distance aft of the nose for all modelSo
Table III contains the orifice locations in percent of lengtho
A small brass tube inserted and sealed in each orifice was
flush with the surface of the body and terminated in a hollowed
chamber inside* A removable portion of the body permitted ac-
cess to the 12 pressure tubes and the streamlined support strut
connection located inside the model.
The tests were conducted in an Aerolab 90 closed circuit
single return subsonic wind tunnel manufactured by the Aerolab
Development Company of Pasadena, California A diagram of this
tunnel is shown in Fig. 2. The 100 horsepower electric motor

which powers a 6"+" variable pitch propeller is capable of
producing air flow velocities of zero to 185 knots in the 32" X
1*5" X W test section,. The estimated turbulence factor for
the test section is lol6 and the percentage turbulence is
0,20 percent as previously determined using procedures dis-
cussed by Pope [l] o
An Aerolab "5l+3 ,, three component wind tunnel beam bal-
ance manufactured by the Aerolab Development Company was used
to obtain drag measurements, Fig Q 3 shows a diagram of this
balance. The balance is limited to a maximum of 50 pounds
of drag with a sensitivity of 0o005 pounds » These limits
are well within those required for this study c
A standard pitot-static system in conjunction with stand=
ard direct lift micromanometer apparatus employing silicone
(sp. gr. 0.935) as the working fluid was used to maintain the
wind tunnel at the desired dynamic pressures. A multiple
tube manometer also employing silicone as the working fluid
was used to obtain static pressure measurements at the 12
orifices on the bodies of revolution
a. Total Drag Measurements
Figs, ^a , ^b, and *+c contain photographs of the wind
tunnel and equipment set up used to measure total drago Prior
to mounting in the tunnel all model irregularities were smoothed
and repolished. All screw access holes were filled with
modeling clay to insure smooth flow over the model and preclude
premature transition from laminar to turbulent flow c The
support strut was attached to the balance through a hole in

the floor of the test sectiorio The strut was shielded from
the air stream by a streamlined fairingo Each model was
aligned parallel to the test section to insure symmetric flow
about the body and to prevent the development of undesirable
lifting forces or yawing moments
•
To minimize expected lateral oscillations with the
tunnel operating at higher dynamic pressures, a small triply
supnorted ring was centered over the tail of the models having
large fineness ratios c The ring was positioned such that a
1/8 inch concentric clearance was maintained between the
model tail and the ring except during oscillation The ex-
pected lateral oscillations of the models with larger L/D
ratios did not materialize All oscillations were observed
to be less than the 1/8 inch ring clearance at all dynamic
pressures.
Total drag measurements were made on each model for in-
crements of dynamic pressure equivalent to one centimeter
silicone from one centimeter to h$ centimeters
.
b. Support Drag*
Support drag measurements for L/D ratios of four, five,
and six were obtained from the set up as shown in Fig G 5o
For these measurements the model with L/D ratio of five was
mounted in the tunnel utilizing the same configuration as
that used for total drag measurements except for the addition
of a dummy support. The dummy support was mounted on top of
the model and held by two 1/8 inch diameter pins which were
inserted into the model . The free end of the dummy support

extended above the model into a fairing mounted from the top
of the test section are shown in Fig c 5o Equal amounts of
the actual and dummy struts were exposed to the drag forces
of the wind stream c The difference between the drag with a
single strut and two struts was considered the increment of
drag caused by the support.
Identical procedures were used to obtain support drag
measurements for fineness ratios of one, two, and three
For the three shorter bodies the model with fineness ratio
of two was used as a basis for the measurements
c. Local Pressure Distribution Measurements
Fig. 6 contains a photograph of the test section set
up used to obtain local pressure distribution measurements
on each of the models. Primary support of the models was
achieved through the use of the streamlined support strut
attached to the balance through the floor of the test section^
Small plastic pressure tubes were connected and cemented
to twelve brass pressure tubes in the hollowed chamber of the
model. The pressure tubes were of sufficient length to exit
through a hole in the lower aft portion of the model and ex-
tend through the test section floor Q The pressure tube ex-
tending from the model was formed into a small bundle and
faired behind a secondary support This technique prevented
model oscillation and decreased flow interference around the
orifice at the tail that would have been present with the ring
support system as previously utilized for the drag measure-
ments.

The first system pressure leakage or integrity test was
made prior to the attachment of the pressure tubes from the
model to the multiple tube manometer Upon assurance that
there were no leaks in this portion of the system the pressure
tubes from the model were connected and cemented to the larger
diameter pressure tubes leading into the multiple tube mano-
meter o After this connection was made, an integrity check
of each tube of the system from the orifice to the manometer
was performed., This check consisted of introducing a pressure
differential into the system through the orifice on the bodyo
The magnitude of the pressure differential was greater than
any pressures expected at any time during the tests^ After
the pressure differential was introduced the orifice was
coveredo Any system pressure leaks indicated by a rise or
fall of the silicone level in the manometer were investigated
and correctedo
Pressure distribution measurements were taken on each
model at tunnel dynamic pressures equivalent to 2, 5<> 12, 25
and 33 centimeters of silicone,,
d. Boundary Layer Probe.
The velocity distribution within the boundary layer on
the models having L/D ratios of three, four, five and six
was determined by using a capillary pitot tube The dis-
tance from the edge of the pitot tube to the center of the
opening in the flattened tube was 0o009 inches „ The pitot
tube was ground flat on the bottom to permit a velocity
survey as close to the body as possibleo

The bodies were mounted in the tunnel using the same
techniques as those for the total drag measurements • The
test section was modified by mounting a plexiglass window
in the top of the tunnel and a plexiglass panel equipped
with small holes to permit access to the model with the
small pitot tube through one side of the test sectiono
The tunnel was operated at dynamic pressures equiva-
lent to 2, 5> and 12 centimeters of silicone „ The survey
pitot tube was connected through pressure tubing to a direct
lift micromanometero To insure that total pressure recovery
was being realized with this apparatus frequent cross checks
of free stream pressures were compared with the test section
pitot-static systemo
A twelve power telescope sight mounted on top of the
wind tunnel in a position to view the test section was uti-
lized to insure tangential alignment of the survey pitot
tube on the body The pitot tube was controlled in the
horizontal plane through the access hole in the tunnel test
section to insure pick up of the actual tangential component
of the velocity in the boundary layero
Models with L/D ratios of one, two, three and four were
tested in the tunnel with fine threads of wool attached to
the after portion of the body with cellophane tapeo The
bodies were mounted in the tunnel in the same manner as that
used for the total drag measurements The tufts of wool were
mounted every quarter of an inch aft of the maximum diameter
location in a helical pattern so as not to interfere with
each other. The tunnel was run at various speeds with close

observation of the action of the tufts . The motion of the
wool tufts gave a good indication of the degree of flow
separation and the shift in separation point with increasing
velocity,, Severe separation was apparent only for fineness
ratios of one and two A small degree of separation was in-
dicated on the extreme aft portion of the body L/D of three
at very low velocities c
3. Presentation of ResultSo
The results of the tests to determine the coefficient
of skin friction drag from the difference of CDwet and Cd
are tabulated in Table IV through Table IX „ They are further
graphically portrayed in Fig 7 through Fig G 10
o
Table X through Table XV contain the processed data and
the results of the determination of C])f obtained from the
difference of total and pressure drago Tables XVI through
XX contain data used for plotting local frictional Intensity
and the integrated friction drago The intermediate and final
results are shown graphically in Figo 11 through Fig Q 20o
A graphical comparison of the coefficients of skin
friction drag obtained by two separate methods is shown in
Figs* 21 and 22 as a function of Reynolds number and fineness
ratio.
h. Skin Friction Drag Determined From Total Drag Minus
Pressure Drago
a. Total Drag*
The total drag on an arbitrary body can be considered
as the summation of skin friction drag, form or pressure
8

drag, induced drag and interference drago Since the tests
utilized for this analysis were conducted at zero angles of
attack on bodies of revolution with no appendages the effects
of induced drag and interference drag were absent.
Wind tunnel measurements of the total drag on the six
models of fineness ratio one, two, three, four, five and six
were made at test section velocities in the range of 55
fto/seco to 280 fto/seco These velocities correspond to a
range in Reynolds numbers of J to 5 X lO^o These results
which include the effects of test section horizontal buoyancy
and support drag were reduced to coefficient form based on
wetted surface area using the following relations
cDt = £Ksw
The support drag was determined using a modification of
the mirror or "image" methods discussed by Pope [l] „ This
technique required the determination of a drag coefficient
from an additional test run on each of the models of fineness
ratio two and five with the dummy support installed on the
model • The subtraction of C^ for L/D ratios of two and five
from the coefficient determined with the dummy support in~
stalled yielded two values of Cd Su-dd° The CdSudd determined
from the test on fineness ratio two was applied to the models
of L/D ratio one, two and three The support drag coefficient
determined from fineness ratio five was applied to the models
of L/D ratio four, five and six
9

Horizontal buoyancy drag and support drag in coefficient
form were subtracted from CDt to obtain C£wet for each body
The results of this determination of CDwe t for each of the
six fineness ratios are graphically presented along with
previously determined flat plate results as a function of RL
in Fig. 7°
Curves representing the skin friction coefficient of a
flat plate, Cf , as a function of RL are shown in this figure
„
The curve shown as laminar is representative of Cf-^ based
on the assumption of a pure laminar boundary layer This curve
was plotted from the following relation [2]:
Cflam - I^28_
RL
This equation is the result of an accurate solution to the
Blasius equation made by L. Howarth. The following re-
lationship developed from measured flat plate data [3] was
used to obtain Cf t as a function of R»
<M5Cf turb
(log 10 RL)2o58
As is shown in Fig 7 the magnitude of the skin friction
drag coefficient on a flat plate at a given R-^ is dependent
on the type of boundary layer flow* To determine the coef-
ficient for a mixed flow condition; i e,, initial laminar flow
with later transition to turbulent flow, the Reynolds number
at which transition occurs (Rt „.,_) must be determined. The
^crit
critical Reynolds number for a smooth flat plate is a function
10

of test section turbulence o The flat plate critical Reynolds
number of 2 1^2 X 10 ^ for the tunnel has been estimated in
previous academic studies using the "turbulence sphere 95 [l]
and empirical data Q+] » From these considerations the tran-
sition curve was constructed from the following equation









where A - RLcrit <Cfturb - Cflam )
The graphic presentation in Figo 7 of CDwet versus RL
for the six models tested shows a smooth family of curves
o
The relatively large effects on Cn . of varied fineness
ratios within the family is evident with a comparison to
flat plate values at given Reynolds number « The curves
also show the effects of RL on CDwet for a given body
The curves of L/D ratios of one and two plotted in
Fig. 7 qualitatively show the same trencL With increasing
RL> ^Dwet *>or *"ineness ratio of one remains relatively con-
stant to a RL near k X 10 o At this point the previously
laminar boundary layer, with its accompanying laminar sepa-
ration, began a transition to turbulent flow prior to sepa-
ration* As transition was completed to a point on the body
forward of the relatively sharp decrease in radius aft of
the point of maximum diameter, CDve t dropped sharply This
situation occurs with smooth spheres in low turbulence flow
[5] [6] • The mechanism accounting for this phenomenon is
11

the delayed separation caused by the turbulent boundary layer,
The delayed separation greatly decreases pressure drago The
cause of the indicated decrease in CDwet for fineness ratio
two is analogous to that of L/D ratio one u However, the in-
creased length of this body is such that the rate of decrease
in radius aft of maximum diameter at the h$ percent station
is less than that for fineness ratio one^ As a result the
decrease in C^g^ is more pradualc As fineness ratio is
increased sbove two sudden decreases in Cj)we .(. are no longer
evident. The curves more closely approximate the character-
istic flat plate curves both in shape and in the magnitude
of the drag coefficients • The curves at lower RL are indi-
cative of substantially laminar flow with relatively small
pressure drag contributions* As the R^ is increased CqV6 £
passes through a minimum^ At this point the transition
from laminar to turbulent flow moves steadily forward causing
a rising trend in Cr/wet These results furnish substantia-
tion of the previously determined low wind tunnel turbulence
factor which is a necessity for this type of a study
Streamlining for the higher fineness ratios causes
pressure drag to be less significant with the result that
the drag coefficient curve in Fig u 7 for L/D ratios five and
six closely approximate that for a flat plateo Streamlining
reduces or eliminates boundary layer separation thus changes
the relative contributions of pressure and frictional forces
to the total drago Total drag on a body of revolution at
zero angle of attack can be resolved into contributions by
12

pressure forces acting normal to the surface and frictional
effects acting tangent to the body surface. These mutually
perpendicular forces are illustrated schematically in Fig 8,
Shapiro [7] discusses several simple two dimensional
experiments which illustrate the results of streamlining
and its relative effect on friction and pressure drag con-
tributions o In one experiment Shapiro compares the drag of
a circular rod and an airfoil section of the same maximum
thicknesso The circular rod had approximately nine times the
drag of the streamlined airfoil at the same test velocity*
With a smaller area subjected to viscous forces total drag
for the rod was dominated by pressure forces Streamlining
of the airfoil reduced total drag by nine fold thus illus-
trating the effect of streamlining on drag contributions
The same influence is experienced in streamlining the bodies
of revolution from L/D ratio of one to the higher fineness
ratios where pressure drag contributes a small portion of
total drago
bo Pressure Drago
Pressure drag or form drag results from the distribution
of normal pressure forces over the surface of the body. The
components of these pressures acting in the lengthwise direc-
tion over a surface area equal to the frontal area of the
body cause a drag force on the body* Certain areas of high
pressure on the aft portion of a body may cause negative drag
or thrusto Although, this may decrease total pressure drag
it will not be great enough to cause an over-all negative or
13

zero drag. The net component of normal pressures perpen-
dicular to the body axis would be lift., The models were
symmetrical bodies of revolution tested at a zero angle of
attacko Therefore, all pressure forces perpendicular to the
axis were diametrically opposed by an equal pressure and
cancelled, leaving only the drag component
The surface pressure (Ap) at each orifice was obtained
by subtracting the free stream static pressure of the test
section from the local static pressure at each orificeo The
values are listed in Tables X through XV C Values of Ap/q
were computed using the free stream dynamic pressure (q )
„
Values of local static pressure at each orifice^ stream
static and total head pressures were obtained simultaneously
with the aid of a multiple tube manometer o The free stream
static pressure utilized for calculating Ap and the stream
dynamic pressure were obtained from a pitot-static tube
mounted in the test section ahead of the modelo
The coefficient of pressure drag based on wetted surface
area can be determined mathematically as follows:
Dp
s~ J %




at each point on the body
angle between tangent to body surface
and the body axis
i ~ radius to each point
lif

Since each factor within the integral varies along the
body it would be necessary to obtain the function defining
each variable before this integral could be directly eval-
uated e Due to the limited number of orifices from which data
was obtained it was impractical to determine an explicit
function for each variable. Instead, the integral was eval-
uated using graphical methods*
The profile of each body was drawn to scale as shown
in Figs. 9a through 9fo The value of =AP for each orifice
^o
was multiplied by the local diameter and plotted perpen-
dicular to the surface. The radius was replaced by diameter
to double the scale of the graphical representation of pressure
distribution. This increased the accuracy of the graphical
integration of pressure drag forces a The horizontal compo-
nent of this plot was then projected on a vertical reference
line. With a curve faired through these points, they formed
a closed curve representing the nondimensional pressure drag
of the body The area of this closed curve was graphically
integrated and the value multiplied by 7?/£\j to obtain the
coefficient of pressure drag. FigSo 9a and 9b illustrate
representative graphical integration solutions conducted for
L/D ratios of one and two For the remaining models.^ only
the distribution of normal pressure forces are plotted about
the body (Figs. 9c through 9f) to illustrate the reduction in
magnitude of the surface pressures with increasing fineness
ratiOo Reduced pressure forces agree with the results of
low pressure drag for streamlined bodieso
15

The value of Cj) was obtained by graphical integration
of pressure forces at five different tunnel velocities for
each body Fig. 10 is a graph of the coefficient of pressure
drag as a function of Reynolds number for each body with fine-
ness ratios two through six Q As was expected and outlined in
various references, Cq was greatest for the body with the
XT
smallest L/D ratio due to separation of the flow over the aft
portion of the body The pressure drag is seen to decrease
considerably as the L/D ratio increased
From Fig* 10 it is seen that the value of CD decreases
with Reynolds number for the range of the test velocities
for the bodies with an L/D of two and three „ This decrease
in drag is due to an aft shift of the separation point on the
body associated with transition to turbulent flow with in-
creasing velocity and Reynolds numbero
Bodies with an L/D ratio of four, five, and six do not
show this characteristic* The influence of separation does
not appear to occur on the aft portion of the larger models
under conditions of low Reynolds numbers Separation char-
acteristics were observed by the action of tufts of wool
attached to the after body* With the tunnel operated through
a wide range of dynamic pressures, no separation was observed
for L/D ratios of four, five and six« Separation was apparent
at low Reynolds numbers for L/D of one, two, and three An
aft shift in separation point was observed at higher Reynolds
numbers for the three shorter models „ The Cn of the bodies
with an L/D ratio of four, five and six is seen to increase
16

with an increasing Reynolds number* This is probably due to
an increase of turbulence in the wake as the transition point
from laminar to turbulent flow moved forward on the body
The local static pressures which were used to determine
the pressure drag of the bodies was also utilized to obtain
the super-velocity of the flow over the body Pressures in
an "incompressible" flow are transmitted without change
through the boundary layer in directions normal to the sur-
face [6] o Because of this characteristic of an incompressible
fluid, an estimated velocity at the outer limit of the boundary
layer may be computed using the static pressure obtained at
the surface* Velocities encountered throughout the tests were
of a magnitude such that compressibility effects are considered
negligible and Bernoulli's Theorem for incompressible flow
applies. Bernoulli's Theorem states:
2 p
2 2
where p stream static pressure
VQ a stream velocity
p = static pressure at orifice
V r local velocity at orifice
p a density of air





When the A? obtained from the pressure tests is used
in this formula the local super-velocity is obtained The
local increments of super=velocities are recorded in Tables
X through XV in terms V/V for later use in estimating the
local tangential shearing stresses caused by the frictional
effects of viscous flow along the body surfaces,, Also, re-
corded in Tables X through XV are values of Reynolds number
(R
s
) based on the local super-velocities and the distance
(s) aft of the nose as developed along the surface of the
model.
Co Skin Friction Drago
The bodies tested for this analysis were aligned for
a zero angle of attack and zero sideslip angle which elim-
inated any induced drag created by lift in either plane
„
Velocities of the tests were sufficiently low that the
effects of compressibility could be neglected and the flow
considered to be incompressible.. Therefore, skin friction
and pressure drag form the total drag on the modelso
The skin friction drag coefficient (CD ) was obtained by
subtracting the pressure drag coefficients in Figo 10 from




The values of Cx)f as a function of Reynolds number for
fineness ratios three, four, five and six are graphically
presented in Fig 11 «, Since the models with L/D ratios one
and two possess drag characteristics similar to those of a
18

sphere and can be categorized as extreme cases of stream-
lined bodies, Cp- curves for these two are not included in
this figure
The curves form a family which possesses characteristics
comparable to those of CDwet contained in Fig 1, Initially,
the curves show a decrease in C^ with increasing Reynolds
number. Increasing Reynolds number above that where minimum .
drag is reached caused an increase in drag coefficient This
increase in drag is indicative of a forward movement of the
transition point and an extension of the turbulent flowregion
The percentage of pressure drag and frictional drag con<=
tributions to the total drag of the models is shown in Figc\12o
The curve shows frictional drag over total drag (D^/D^) plotted
against diameter over length (D/L) for the two Reynolds num-
bers of loO X 10 6 and 1.5 x 106 o Data points for the curves
were taken from the graphs of total and frictional drag coef-
ficients shown in Figs u 7 and 11 as a function of Reynolds
number
.
The curves in Figo 12 show a high contribution by fric-
tion drag for the thinner bodies =, For D/L of 0ul6? frictional
drag contributes 80 percent of total drag at R^ £ l o X 10"
and approximately 75 percent at Rl 2 1o5 X 10" o For the very
thin models the percentage of friction drag is seen to de-
crease along a smooth curve with increasing D/L u This de-
crease in the relative contributions of frictional drag is
the result of reduced surface area oveV which the tangential
shear stresses acto The curves are extended by dashed lines
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to the point where D/L is zero and Df/Dt is equal to one,, This
point would represent the case of a flat plate or an infinitely-
thin straight line where the total drag is composed entirely
of frictional or viscous shearing forces,
A discontinuity occurs in the curves of Fig, 12 at dif-
ferent values of D/L for the two Reynolds numbers. The break
in the curves shows an abrupt change in relative contributions
of friction and pressure drag to the total drag forces The
large increase in the influences of pressure drag and re-
duction in frictional effects is the result of flow separation
on the afterbody of the short models „ For RL z loO X 10" the
break in the curve occurs with a D/L value of approximately
Oo^O to 0o50o At the higher Reynolds number of L5 X 10°,
with transition to turbulent flow and delayed separation, the
discontinuity occurred at a D/L value greater than o 5o An
additional model with a fineness ratio between L/D of 1,0 and
2o0 would aid in more closely locating the discontinuity in,
data for Reynolds number of 1<>5 X 10°
o
The shift in the point of flow separation, which would
cause the discontinuity in the curves of D*»/D^ to be a func-
tion of Reynolds number as well as D/L, was observed during
tests with tufts of wool attached to the aft portion of the
models c Regions of separated flow were clearly indicated by
random motion of the tufts in contrast to the smooth stream-
ing of the tufts in regions of non-separated flow* The
uniquely distinct behavior of the tufts in the two regions
served to mark the point of separation and permitted
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observations of the shift in transition point with changes in
Reynolds number. From observing changes in separation point
on the shorter models it is concluded that the influences of
separation on pressure and friction drag caused the discon-
tinuity in data
.
5. Direct Determination of Local Skin Friction Intensity*
Most investigations concerning boundary layer distrib-
ution and local shearing stresses which result from viscosity
and flow conditions in the boundary layer have been based
primarily on extensions of flat plate theory or flow in
straight pipes. Flat plate and pipe results have been well
established theoretically or experimentally for both the
laminar and turbulent flow regimes a More recent investigations
have been made in the transition region by Miller [8] and
others. It is evident that shear distributions in neither
of the above cases corresponds to the case of flow about
curvilinear contours in either two or three dimensions „ The
above cases cannot, in general, give sufficient emphasis to
the effects of static pressure gradients, local super-velocities
and other factors which significantly affect the boundary layer
velocity profiles. Static pressure gradient, further, has a
large influence in resolving such problems as the location of
transition from laminar to turbulent flow and points of local
flow separation.
The factors mentioned affect boundary layer profiles to
such an extent that the practice of employing velocity dis-
tributions for specific cases, which are obtained either
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experimentally or theoretically, for the purpose of extra-
polating shear stress distributions for other shapes may yield
unpredictable results
»
The skin friction drag coefficients in Figo 11, for the
bodies of revolution with large fineness ratios, follow closely
the general trend of the frictional drag curves for the flat
plate u For thin bodies the drag curves fall between the flat
plate data, indicating mixed flow between laminar and turbulent
boundary layers • The trend toward transition at higher Reynolds
numbers is also apparento Even though the total skin friction
drag on the thin models is not appreciably different from that
for a flat plate at the same Reynolds number;, it dees not
follow that the distribution of these drag forces as local
shear stresses over the curvilinear surfaces will even resemble
the distribution of frictional intensity on a flat plateo
Experiments have shown, in fact, that in a boundary layer
with positive or negative pressure gradients, the velocity
distribution differs considerably from that obtained on a
flat plate with zero pressure gradient or in a straight pipe u
To emphasize this experimental observation the slopes of
the velocity profiles f wJ
J
in the laminar flow region
i)
of a flat plate are compared in Fig c 13 with the laminar
region of two of the bodies of revolution studied in this
analysis. The curve plotted for the flat plate was taken from
the Blasius application of Prandtl 8 s boundary layer theory to
laminar flow on a flat plate «, The Howarth solution of the
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Blasius equation is tabulated in Schlichting [2] Blasius
considered a thin flat plate with zero angle of incidence and
with zero static pressure gradient
o
The slopes of the boundary layer velocity profiles for
the bodies of revolution were obtained from a wind tunnel
boundary layer probe to a point 0o009 inches from the body
surface . The slopes of the velocity profiles at the surface
were approximated by assuming a linear variation of velocity
between the surface and the o009 inch point where the bound-
ary layer probe was taken. This may appear to be a rough
approximation; however, the results plotted in Figo 13 serve
to illustrate the influences of negative or favorable pressure
gradients on the boundary- layer and consequently on the dis-
tribution of shear stress . It is noted that the static
pressure distributions plotted in Figo ih show a favorable
pressure gradient over the forward portions of each body of
revolution,, The results of Fig 13 are taken from a free
stream velocity of 57oO feet per seconds
The flat plate curve in Figo 13 shows a steep slope for
the boundary layer profile near the leading edge with an imnie*
diate drop indicated with increases in local Reynolds number
caused by distance afW- The behavior of the curve indicates
a thickening of the boundary layer and reduction in slope of
the profiles at the surface,, This is the result of losses in
omentum of the air in contact with the plate and the prop-
agation of the losses through additional layers of air by the
action of viscous shearing forces between moleculeso
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The negative pressure gradients along the forward portion
of the bodies of revolution caused an acceleration of air flow
around the body, adding to the momentum and inertia forces of
the free stream. The result of this favorable pressure gra-
dient delayed boundary layer thickening and caused steep
velocity profiles to persist further aft along the body as
shown in Fig. 13. In the regions where the pressure gradient
became less negative, as indicated in Fig Q l*f acceleration of
air was reduced permitting increased viscous thickening of the
boundary layer and reduction in slopes of the velocity profileso
Acceleration around the shorter body of revolution was greater
since the air flow increased to approximately the same super-
velocity at the maximum diameter The result of the accel-
eration occurring over shorter distances from nose to maximum
diameter caused steeper velocity gradients in the boundary
layer of the shorter model.
It is noted from the velocity profile slopes versus
local Reynolds number in Fig. 13 that neither of the stream-
lined bodies reached that of the flat plate before turbulent
transition occurred. This could be the result of transition
caused by the onset of an adverse pressure gradient aft of the
maximum diameter of the modele A positive pressure gradient
would cause losses of momentum in the boundary layer and
cause increased thickness. The resulting instability in a
laminar boundary layer piomotes transition to turbulent flow
and eventually separation if adverse pressures persisto
2h

The most important conclusion which can be reached from
the results presented in Fig u 13 is that any quantitative com-
parison of the local shear stress of an arbitrary body of
revolution with the known results of a flat plate may be
difficult and give questionable results B A qualitative esti-
mate of effects caused by negative pressure gradients and
super-velocities can, however, be obtained • The value of
this information in accurately relating the magnitude of local
friction intensity of an arbitrary body to that of a flat plate
is doubtful.
In addition to limited ability to compare the three di-
mensional boundary layers on bodies of revolution to that of
a flat plate, little experimental data are available from
subsonic tests on three dimensional bodies . In recent years
the NACA has conducted numerous drag and pressure distribution
experiments on bodies of revolution in supersonic tunne
and in compressible subsonic flow [9] [lo] „ This information
is of little interest here, however » Various two dimensional
boundary layer experiments conducted by the NACA on airfoil
sections and flat plates provided additional evidence as to
the qualitative effects of pressure gradient and local accel-
eration of flow on the velocity profiles in incompressible
flow [ll] [12] [13] [llf] . The results of these experiments
on different curvilinear profiles do not provide sufficient
basis for the application to arbitrary three dimensional
bodies in estimating the local distribution of shear stresses
with any assured degree of accuracy^
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a. Analytical and Theoretical Methods
.
For fluids with relatively small viscosity the affect
of internal fluid friction is important only in the narrow
regions surrounding flow boundaries called the boundary layer
o
Since the fluid has zero velocity at the surface there is a
steep velocity gradient from the boundary into the main stream
of flow. In real fluids the velocity gradient sets up bound-
ary shear forces causing resistance to flow and losses of
fluid momentum in the boundary layer. The boundary layer is
very thin at the upstream end of a streamlined body u With
motion downstream the continuous action of shear stress slows
down additional fluid causing increases in boundary layer
thickness* The flow is subjected t:o pressure gradients
which serve to increase fluid momentum if the pressure de-
creases downstream and decreases momentum if a positive
pressure gradient exists* The boundary layer is Initially
laminar on the forward portion of the body As the boundary
layer thickness increases, laminar instability develops and
a transition to turbulent flow occurs, after which fluid
particles move in random paths throughout the boundary layer
except for a thin layer next to the surface referred to as
the laminar sub- layer
•
From an analytical viewpoint the requirement to estab-
lish a distribution for local shear stresses is to solve
theoretical boundary layer equations to determine the velocity
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gradient at the surfaceo The local shear stress which is a
function of the velocity gradient can then be obtained from
the following relation:
where ^M ~ absolute viscosity lb„-sec„/fto
/§*] s slope of velocity profile at the
v^'° surface fto/sec
Not only is this equation applicable to laminar boundary
layers but the existence of the laminar sub-layer in tur-
bulent boundary layers [l^] permits its use in calculating
local shear stresses throughout regions of both laminar and
turbulent flow*.
Various theoretical methods such as potential flow
and the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations have been
used for predicting the point of transition to turbulent
flow. The calculation of turbulent boundary layer flow
and shear stresses are based on the theoretical assumptions
of Prandtl's mixing length theory „ von Karman's similarity
hypothesis and others such as momentum thickness theoremSo
The application of potential and stream function theorems
which are relatively easy to apply in two dimensions, causes
added complexity when applied to arbitrary three dimensional
flow conditions o The axially symmetric boundary layer on
the simplest case of a sphere is discussed in Schlichting [2]
where it is indicated that the body contour and the Blasius
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solution for the velocity potential must be represented by a
power series to the seventh power to obtain an acceptable de-
gree of accuracy.
Slender bodies require considerably more terms in the
Blasius power series to adequately represent conditions on
the long afterbody* It was concluded [2] that the calculation
of functional coefficients for the Blasius series beyond the
seventh term involves an unacceptable amount of computation Q
For this reason the method is considered to be seveiely limited
for practical application to slender bodies
In addition, potential flow theorems and velocity po-
tential functions have been applied to the two dimensional
case of streamlined bodies to determine the influences of
profile shape on the location of transition,, The Pohlhausen
method and potential flow were applied by Bussman and Ulrich
[l6] to various Joukowsky profileso The potential flow about
a Joukowsky airfoil section is obtained through the complex
transformation and conformal mapping of the flow about a
circular cylinder. The instability or transition point
obtained from this detailed analysis only approximated the
experimental results on the same airfoil section,. Since the
onset of turbulent flow is a major factor in determining total
skin friction drag on a body; the accuracy with which the
transition point can be located is reflected in the accuracy
with which skin friction drag can be predicted.
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From Prandtl's mixing length theory [17] the expression
given for shear stress in turbulent flow is:
where the distance (/ ) is referred to as the mixing length
and represents a magnitude which is analogous to the mean
free path of a molecule in the kinetic theory of gases • The
mixing length has a magnitude proportional to the displace-
ments of aggregate volumes of fluid transverse to the direc-
tion of general flow [2] • Prandtl made the additional assump-
tion that the shear was constant throughout the turbulent
boundary layer, therefore ) the above equation becomes the
local shear stress at the surface
Different viewpoints as to the variables upon which the
mixing length is dependent have been expressedo Prandtl, for
his case where the shear is constant across the boundary
layer, considered the mixing length to be determined simply
by the distance from the surface [l#| von Karman, in his
similarity hypothesis, considered the mixing length to be
determined by the ratio of the first derivative of velocity
with respect to distance to the second derivativeo Experi-
mental evidence quoted by Fediaevsky [18] indicates that the
mixing length is apparently a function only of a non-dimensional
distance from the surfa ceo
The complexity of application of these theoretical
methods and the volume of calculations necessary in adapting
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them to any practical engineering problems appear to limit
these methods to more of an academic interests More easily-
applied and practical approaches should he used for general
engineering solutions
.
bo Experimental Estimate of Shear Stresses
Difficulties encountered in extrapolating existing two
dimensional shear stress distributions to three dimensional
flow conditions in conjunction with limited applications of
theoretical solutions to boundary layer flow prompted an
experimental approach toward direct determination of skin
friction distribution* The combination of a wind tunnel
boundar:^ layer probe at several low Reynolds numbers and
rational extrapolation to higher velocities provide the basis
for the following direct evaluation of local skin friction
intensity* The local shear stresses were subsequently in-
tegrated over the entire surface area of each b:>dy of revo-
lution to obtain total skin friction drag and drag coefficients
These results are then compared for agreement with the previous
method of subtracting pressure drag contributions from total
drag
»
The bodies of revolution with fineness ratios of one and
two are considered to be extreme cases of streamlined bodies
The skin friction drag is of less interest than on longer
bodies; therefore, no effort was made to predict local shear
distributions for these bodies . It is felt, however, from the
results of total drag measurements and pressure distributions.
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that the L/D ratio of one; and the L/D ratio of two to a lessei
degree; would demonstrate characteristics very similar to a
sphere.
For the four longer models a boundary layer probe was
made at a point 0.009 inches from the surface to determine
the lengthwise velocity distribution in the boundary layer
near the surface of the body* Boundary layer probes were
taken for free stream velocities of 57, 90, and lWO feet per
second. The data are recorded in Table XVI and plotted in
Figs. 15 and 16 as V/VQ versus distance along the modelSo
The curves show high values of V/VQ near the nose of the
bodies where the boundary layer is thin and an increase in
momentum by acceleration Of the free stream has caused a
steep velocity gradient. With progress downstream the mag-
nitude of V/V decreases which is the result of momentum
losses in the boundary layer from viscous shearing forces
The distance downstream where the velocity at 0o009 inches
from the body reverses its decreasing trend and becomes
greater indicates the point where transition to turbulent
flow has occurred. A comparison of the velocity distribution
curves of Figs. 15 and 16 with graphs of pressure distribution
in Fig. 1*+ shows that the transition points indicated from
velocity distributions at the lowest Reynolds number coincide
in each case to the onset of a positive pressure gradient on
the afterbody of the model. This coincidence would suggest
that the positive pressure gradient was the influencing factor
in causing transition. At higher velocities and Reynolds
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number the transition point is seen to move forward of the
positive pressure gradient region indicating that the critical
Reynolds number for laminar flow has been reached
Limitations of the test set up did not permit boundary
layer probes at higher velocities,, It is expected, however,
that forward translation of the transition point would con-
tinue with increases in Reynolds number Q Forward translation
to the region of negative pressure gradient could reasonably
be expected if sufficiently high Reynolds numbers are attained,
For the Reynolds numbers at which lengthwise velocity
distributions were taken the velocity gradients at the surface
can be approximated with the assumption that the velocity
varies linearly from zero*-at the surface to the value measured
at the 0.009 inch distance from the body e The intensity of
skin friction (7r) in pounds per square foot is then obtained
by multiplying the velocity gradient by the viscosity of air.
*-w£).
Goldstein [5] quotes good experimental results obtained from
the application of this formula throughout both the laminar
and turbulent regions. The presence of the laminar sub-layer
permits application to the turbulent region [15] *
The results from all tests within the capabilities of the
equipment are evaluated and recorded in Table XVII through XXo
7Z was divided by the free stream dynamic pressure to obtain
a non-dimensional shear distribution,. The non-dimensional
values are plotted in Figs. 17, 18, 19, and 20 as 3l versus
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s/L for each test Reynolds number. The intensity of friction
rises rapidly from zero at the stagnation point on the nose
to a maximum value located very near the nose where the great-
est acceleration of air is occurring and the steeper velocity
gradients are apparent. The rapid decrease to zero friction
at the stagnation point is not shown in the figures. The
curves start at the peak located near the nose which is asso-
ciated with laminar flow.
Frictional intensity is seen to fall steadily with dis-
tance aft of the nose until the point of laminar instability
is reached and transition to turbulent flow has occurred. At
transition there is a rise in frictional intensity to a second
peak after which the intensity of friction falls as the tail
of the model is approached.
A characteristic pattern among the three experimental
curves for each model is apparent. The maximum magnitude of
non-dimensional friction intensity on the forward body is re-
duced with increasing Reynolds number as a result of the
velocity squared term in the denominator of -&- . The tran-
sition point is seen to move forward on the body with in-
creasing Reynolds number and the peak intensity associated
with turbulent boundary layer shows an increase in magnitude
with forward shifts in transition point. These distinct
characteristics, with the aid of local Reynolds numbers for
predicting transition, were used for extrapolating frictional
intensity to higher velocities. Local Reynolds numbers based
on local super-velocities and the developed length aft of the
nose are tabulated in Tables X through XV.
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In the extrapolation procedure emphasis was placed on
local Reynolds number and static pressure gradient in locating
the transition point. Initial estimates for the critical
Reynolds number for each model were taken as the Reynolds
number at the point on the experimental curves where transition
is first indicated forward of the region of positive pressure
gradient. For a fineness ratio of six this condition appears
to have occurred at an s/L of O.^ with a local Reynolds
number of approximately 1.0 X 10° • With increasing free
stream velocity the local super-velocity is greater, there-
fore, the local Reynolds number at a given point is higher
On this basis it is expected that the transition point will
shift forward through the ^region of approximately zero pressure
gradient. With movement of the transition point toward the
forward region of negative pressure gradient the critical R g ,
which will cause laminar instability and transition, increases,.
In extrapolating for the L/D ratio of six, the transition
point was moved forward in decreasing increments to an s/L of
0.33 where Rs is approximately 1„55 X 10° when the free stream
velocity was 2^9 feet per second
.
A similar procedure was applied to all bodies^ This
resulted in a forward shift in transition point on the L/D
ratio of five from s/L of 0.57 to Oo35 through a range of Rc
from 1.15 X. 10° to 1.6 X 10 D e The range of Rg for fineness
ratios of three and four Is of similar magnitude, however,
forward shift of transition in terms of s/L was slightly less
3^

in order to account for a more extensive range of negative
pressure gradient on the forward body
The second critical point in the extrapolation was the
peak magnitude of friction intensity associated with the
turbulent boundary layer after transition Hoerner [19J dis-
cusses the influences on friction intensity of shrinking the
body radius aft of the maximum diameter on a body of revolution,
These influences are not apparent from the tapering of a two
dimensional profile. The most significant factor influencing
friction drag on the aft portion of a three dimensional body,
other than separation where friction vanishes, is the geo-
metric shape of the afterbod;/. On the forebody where the
diameter is increasing in the direction of flow, the volume
of the boundary layer is thinly distributed over the growing
circumference o Along the afterbody the thickness of the
boundary layer increases because of pressure gradient and the
additional influence of reducing the body diameter The re-
quirement for an increasing volume of boundary layer air to
be forced into a decreasing circumference causes rapid in-
creases in thickness if separation does not occur. Upon reach-
ing the pointed end of the body a circular wake has developed,,
*
Experience hss indicated that the wake diameter will generally
be about one half the maximum diameter of the body^
Associated with transition to turbulent boundary layer
flow there is an increase in local friction intensity over
that of the immediately preceding laminar flowo Goldstein [5]
quotes experimental evidence that the peak intensity for
turbulent flow nay be greater on curvilinear bodies than the
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peak intensity for laminar flow. Conditions of boundary layer
thickness and geometry of the body at transition will also in-
fluence the magnitude to which turbulent flow increases fric-
tions 1 intensity.
When transition occurs well aft on a three-dimensional
streamlined body the peak friction intensity is reduced by
thick boundary layers and geometric shrinking of the surface
away from the flow with distance downstream*, This trend is
indicated by those curves in Figs. 17 through 20, which were
estimated from experimental data*, As the transition point
moves forward on a body of revolution and approaches the point
of maximum diameter the effect would be reversed. This char-
acteristic was considered' in the extrapolation of -£- curves
a°
for each model at higher free stream velocities.
Using these increased peak intensities in conjunction
with previously estimated transition points the extrapolated
data was drawn into a smooth family of curves. The family of
curves for each body with fineness ratios from three to six
are given in Figs. 17 through 20, respectively.
These data represent the non-dimensional shearing stress
acting tangent to the surface at every point on. the body c The
drag caused by viscous forces is obtained by integration of
the axial components over the surface area of the body. The
frictional drag coefficient is obtained from the integral:
r = |2T \% r cose els
o
where S = developed length from nose to tail (ft„)
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Sw = wetted surface (sq. ft.)
r = radius (ft.)
9 = angle between body axis and surface
tangent (degrees)
ds = differential of developed length
This equation cannot be integrated directly, and requires
either a graphical or a numerical solution. A numerical for-
mulation of the equation could be written as:
/2
r -. BL V Hz).* cos Be ^ 5 <'
£~0
Where i refers to the twelve pressure orifice locations along
the model and As is the developed length from mid-point to
mid-point between the orifice in question and two adjacent
points.
The equation was evaluated by graphical methods to ob-
tain skin friction drag coefficients for Reynolds numbers
corresponding to the five free stream dynamic pressures con-
sidered. The coefficients are given in Tables XVII through
XX for L/D ratios of three through six. Curves of the esti-
mated skin friction coefficients plotted in Fig. 21 represent
the objective of this portion of the analysis. Fig. 21 shows
a family of curves -similar to those previously obtained and
shown in Fig. 11. Detailed comparison of the agreement be-
tween these data and that obtained from the difference between
total and pressure drag is discussed in the following section.
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6. Comparison of Results.
The degree of correlation which can be obtained by a
comparison of the results derived through two different
methods of analysis is a good indication of the relative
accuracy which could be expected from either approach » Small
errors necessarily introduced by limits in accuracy of equip-
ment and procedure employed precludes exact agreement between
the two methods.
Figs. 22 and 23 are a combination of the curves for
individual bodies taken from Figs. 11 and 21. This permits a
direct comparison of the final results obtained by the two
methods of analysis. From the figures it is seen that the
shapes of the two curves for each body are very similar,, The
minimum drag coefficient for an individual body is seen to
occur at approximately the same Reynolds number for both the
method of subtracting friction from total drag and the direct
estimate of skin friction drag from boundary layer data* The
families of drag coefficient curves obtained by either analysis
show similar characteristics of shape and points of minimum
drag. This would indicate that factors causing major influ-
ences in skin friction drag have been considered and that
inconsistencies in results would appear essentially in differ-
ences of magnitude.
The estimated curves for all models in Figs. 22 and 23
are seen to be lower in each .case than the corresponding curve
taken from the difference between total and pressure drag.
The higher curves are approximately 1.1 to 1.25 times as great
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as the estimated curves for the L/D ratios of four, five,
and six. For the L/D ratio of three the discrepancy factor
between curves is 1.5 to 1.6. Larger total drag measure-
ments encountered for L/D of three would tend to reflect
larger percentage errors in final results for any experi-
mental inaccuracies perhaps explaining the larger discrep-
ancy in results for this model*
The general discrepancies between results could be the
result of many factors. The low drag models caused very
little pressure drag for the higher L/D ratios where sepa-
ration did not occur. Inaccuracies involved in graphical
integration of such small quantities could introduce errors
in results. In addition, the percentage of error in deter-
mining pressure drag is directly related to the number of
orifices used to obtain points for integration [5]* For
the smaller bodies the 1? orifices may have been sufficient
but for the larger bodies the distance between points was
excessive. Total drag measurements are considered accurate,
therefore errors in results from this phase are negligible,,
A possible source of error is the integration of tangen-
tial shear stress and the assumption on which the extrapolated
local shear intensities were based. Some error was introduced
by the finite size of the pitot tube used for the boundary
layer profiles and the assumption of a linear variation of
velocity gradient between the body surface and the point where
velocity was measured. The character of boundary layer pro-
files would cause this approximation for the slope of the
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velocity profile at the surface to be lower than that which
actually occurs.
von Doenhoff p.2) and Dhawan |1$] applied correction
factors to all velocity profile data obtained by this method
to correct for the steep velocity gradients at the surface.,
The correction applied by Dhawan was an increase in the slopes
of measured profiles by a factor of approximately 15 to 20
percent.
A correction factor of this nature applied to the bound-
ary layer probes taken would have reduced the 10 to 25 percent
discrepancy in the final results which are compared in Figs.
22 and 23. These trends suggest that errors, which lead to
the discrepancy noted between results of the two methods,
were introduced by the distance from the body at which the
boundary layer probe was taken. The accuracy of the boundary
layer probe method can be greatly improved, giving closer
agreement between results, by fitting the models with smaller
flush mounted pitot tubes or using specially adapted hot-wire
anemometers. A distance of 0.003 to o 005 inches from the
surface is suggested as a more appropriate point for a bound-
ary layer probe.
7. Conclusion.
The skin friction coefficient of drag as a function of
Reynolds number and fineness ratio were experimentally de-
termined for several axially symmetric bodies of revolution at
zero angle of attack. The results of two separate methods
were obtained, compared and form the basis for the following
conclusions:

The results indicate that first approximations for the
total coefficient of skin friction drag for fineness ratios
greater than about three can be made using zero pressure
gradient flat plate values at comparable Reynolds numbers.,
The distribution of frictional drag forces on the streamlined
bodies can not be quantitatively compared with the distrib-
ution of viscous forces on a flat plate
Total skin friction drag and the accuracy with which
the distribution of friction drag over the surface can be
predicted depends largely on the locations of the transi-
tion and flow separation points. These points are largely
determined by static pressure gradient and Reynolds number
.
The assumption of a linear boundary layer velocity
profile from the surface to the point of measurement leads
to good estimates of skin friction drag coefficients u
Agreement in results suggests that either method can be used
for a reliable analysis of skin friction drag.
Separation of flow occurred on the afterbody of L/D
ratios one and two and to a lesser degree in the range of
low Reynolds numbers for L/D ratio of three „ The percentage
of total drag attributed to frictional forces is high for
the models without separation. It is concluded that flow
separation caused the abrupt decrease in the ratio of fric-
tion drag to total drag between L/D ratios of two and three,.
Flow separation reduced the surface area subjected to shear
stresses and caused an added increment of pressure drag*
hi

It is suggested that better agreement in results can
be obtained with two simple modifications of equipment . The
longer bodies should be fitted with additional pressure taps,
Smaller flush-mounted pitot tubes or specially adapted hot-
wire anemometers are recommended for improvements in the
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15.00 ^.23^ 30.0 2.9¥+
20.00 if. 801 85.0 2*083
25.00 5.238 90.0 1.23^
30.00 5.568 95.0 0.h7h
35.00 5.803 100.0 0.062
L/D 1 2 3 h 5 6
















1 6 0.53^ .3670 .05^6 o00005
2 12 1.068 .1835 .1093 .00007
3 13 1.602 • 122*f .16^0 .00008
h 2k 2.137 .0918 O 2l80 .00010
5 30 2.670" .073^ c2730 .00011
6 36 3A58 .0567 .3280 .00009
* Buoyancy drag based on wetted area
SQ = .1963 sq. ft. Frontal Area
Wetted surface area:
swet = •O 8? L(in.) = .7l+l L(ft.) sq. ft.
Volume
:














1 0.00 0.000 OoOOO
2 1.00 lo200 o 600
3 6.00 2o730 1^365
h 15.00 h.2$+ 2.117
5 25.00 5o233 2o6l9
6 35.00 5»803 2 o 902
7 ^5.oo 6.000 3.000
3 55.oo 5.336 2 918
9 65.00 5*139 2.569
10 75.00 3-767 1.88k
11 37.50 1.600 o S00





STREAMLINED BODY OF REVOLUTION
L/D = 1
December 30, 1963 Barometric Pressure 30.1+8 in. Hgo
Temperature 66°- 7*+° F.
q cm RL X 10






































































































































































































STREAMLINED BODY OF REVOLUTION
L/D = 2
December 27, 1963 Barometric Pressure 30. 38 in. Hg
Temperature 65°~75° F c
q cm RL X 10"
^























































































































































































































STREAMLINED BODY OF REVOLUTION
L/D = 3
December 26, 1963 Barometric Pressure 30.^+0 in. Eg
Temperature 72°-80° F.





















































































































































































































STREAMLINED BODY OF REVOLUTION
L/D = 4
December 26, 1963 Barometric Pressure 30. 3V in. Kg
Temperature 30° F.
q cm RL X 10"
^ DRAG, lbs. C
»t AGDS+-B GDwet
1.09 5.01 .032 .00739 .00131 0060S
2.08 6.33 .061 .00739 .00137 .00602
2.94 3.21+ .080 .00685 o00137 .00548
3.92 9.56 .103 .00694 o00137 .00557
5.01 10.79 .131 .00660 .00137 .00523
2.98 3.28 .079 00663 o00137 .00531
3.95 9.60 .109 .00695 ,00137 o00553
5.00 10.78 .127 .00640 .00137 .00503
5.92 11.73 .150 .00639 0OOI37 .00502
6.92 12.72 .176 .00637 .00139 .00493
7.93 13.59 \l9*+ .00616 .00141 .00475
3.33 IhAO .213 .00604 e 00144 .00460
9.90 15.19 .231 .00587 .00147 .00440
11.07 16.05 .256 c00583 •00147 .00436
12.11 16.30 .232 o00535 .00146 00439
12.99 17.38 .299 .00580 .00146 .00434
14.00 18.05 .327 .00537 .00146 .00441
1H.99 18.65 .35^ .0059^ .00144 .00450
16.22 19.*+3 .379 c 00 533 .00142 .00446
18.05 20.50 •419 .00585 .00139 .00456
19.19 21.15 M7 .00600 .00133 .00462
17.00 19.90 .405 .00601 .00139 .00472
19.01 21.04 .466 0OO606 .0013!+ .00482
20.16 21.62 .^97 .00615 .00131 .00434
21.99 22.60 , .551 o00631 c00125 . 00 506
24.17 23.70 .613 .00639 o00119 .00520
26.04 24.61 .675 .00627 .00103 00 519
28.01 25.55 .729 .00655 .00104 .005^1
30.00 26.1+2 .782 .00656 .00097 o00559
33.01 27.75 .870 .00663 00090 000573
36.02 23.95 .958 .00663 ,00080 o00588
39.06 30.19 1.049 ,00660 .00071 000589
4-2.19 31.35 1.147 .00676 .00060 .00616
1+5.08 32. 40 1.241 .00694 8 ooo5i .00643





STREAMLINED BODY CF REVOLUTION
L/D = 5
December 26, 1963 Barometric Pressure 30.3*+ in. Hg
Temperature 75° F.
q cm RL X 10"





































































































































































































STREAMLINED EODY OF REVOLUTION
L/D = 6
December 26, 1963 Barometric Pressure 3003*+ in. Hg.
Temperature 73°-33° F.






































































































































































































PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 1
q s 2 cm silicone
V = 56.^ ft. /sec.
Length = .5 feet
RL = 1.30 X 10?
December 2h, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30.^2 in. Hg u
Temperature 63° F,
CDt, = -825





1 .000 2*00 1.00 OoOO OoOO OoOO
2 .100 1.30 .90 17o8 0.32 0.57
3 .237 1.23 o615
1
35oO 0o62 2.65
k .385 .12 .06 5^o 7 0.h7 6.7^
5 .517 - .66 - .33 65.1 1.15 11.10
6 .633 -1.02 - .51 69. ** I.23 i*f.05
7 .73^ - .7k - .37 66.1 1.17 15.53
8 .336 - .75 - .375 66o2 lol7 17o70
9 .955 - .81 - A05 67o0 I0I8 20.^3
10 1.111 - .82 - .Ifl 67oO 1.18 23o75
11 1.331 - .37 - ^35 67o6 1.19 23.79





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 1
q = 5 cm silicone
V = 89.2 ft. /sec.
Length =0.5 feet
RL r 2.85 X 10
5
December 2*+, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30.^-2 in c Hg
Temperature 63 F c
CDr, = 0d710
Orifice s/L AP cm Ap/qQ
vlocal
ft/sec v/v R e X 10^s
1 .000 5.00 1.00 OoO 0.00 OoOO
2 .100 ^.55 •91 26o7 o30 .36
3 .237 3.15
.
.63 5^o 3 .61 M-.ll
h .335 M .09 85d o95 10 0^8
5 .517 -1.70 - .3^ 99o^ 1.11 16o95
6 .633 -2.35 - M 108o 2 1.21 21o91
7 .73^ -1.85 - .37 10*+ * 5 1.17 2^0 55
8 .836 -1.85 - o37 10^.5 1.17 27 c 9*+
9 .955 -1,90 - .38 10^08 1.17 32*01
10 1.111 -2.05 - M 105^9 I0I8 37,55
11 1.331 -2.10 - ,h2 106.0 lol9 1+5*28





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D * 1
3°
= 12.00 cm silicone
» 138.3 ft. /sec.
ength =0.5 feetL
RL = If. 1*2 X 10
:
December 2*f, 1963











1 .000 12.00 1.00 0,00 0,00 OeOO
2 .100 10.90 o909 4-1.8 .30 .13
3 .237 7. ±5
'
o621 35,1 .61 e 6h
If
.385 .30 .067 133o6 o97 1.64
5 .517 - 5.00 - .hi? 16>+. 5 1.19 2o30
6 .633 - 7.90 - .658 173oO 1.29 3^60
7 .73^ - 6.25 - .521 170 c 5 1,23 ^oOO
3 .836 - 5.05 - .If21 164- . 8 1.19 h.hl
.955 - 5.00 - ohl7 16^.6 1.19 5o03
10 l.lll - 5.50 - .if 58 166.9 1.20 5*92
11 1.331 - 5.Q5 - .if87 163 06 1.21 7ol3





PRESSURE FORCES AITD LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 1
q = 25.0 cm silicone
V = 199.5 ft. /sec.
Length =0.5 feet
RL = 6.33 X 10 ^
December 2 Lf, 1963
Barometric Pressure 3O0M-2 in a tig
Temperature 63 F.
CD ~ .08^1





1 .000 25.00 loOO OoOO 0.00 0.00
2 .100 21.95. .378 69o7 *35 o22
3 .237 1^.05 s 562 132.1 .66 1.00
h .385 - 1.90 - .076 207*0 loO^f 2.55
5 .517 -16.25 - e 650 258o3 1.28 *k37
6 .633 -30. ^0 -1.215 297.1 1.^9 6.02
7 .73^ -3^.15 -1,365 306.
9
lo5^- 7o2l
3 .336 -27.^5 -lo097 289ol 1A5 7.73
9 .955 - Lf.^O - .176 216. 1* 1.08 6.61
10 1.111 - ^. 25 - ol70 2l5o8 1.08 7.65
11 1.331 - 5.30 - .212 219*7 1.10 9^36





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D a 1
o = 33.0 cm silicone
V a 2^6.0 ft. /sec.
Length =0.5 ftet
RL = 7.87 X 10
5
December 2h, 1963









1 .000 33.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 .100 33.65 .835 83.2 .3h .27
3 .237 21,30 .560 163.1 .66 lo23
it
.385 - 2.75 - .072 25V.8 1.0*f 3.1^
5 .517 -25.00 - .658 316.8 1.28 5.1+0
6 .633 ~^6.95 -1.235 367*9 lM 7M
7 o73^ -52.95 -1.39^ 380.6 1.5^ 8.9^
3 .336 -27.25 - .717 322.
^
1.31 3.62
9 .955 -10.20 - .268 277.1 1.12 BM
10 1.111 - 7.05 - .185 267c9 1.03 9^9
11 1.331 - 7.10 - .187 268o0 1.09 ii .hi





PRESSURE FORCES AMD LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 2
q s 2 o cm silicone
V° - 56o2 ft. /sec.
Length s 1,0 feet
RL « 3o66 X 10
5
December 2^, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30,35 in, Hg e
Temperature 57° F.
Cn - 0o0l80




1 oOOO 2o00 loOO OOoO OoOO 0,00
2 o052 iM o725 29*5 ,52 o99
3 0135 o55 o275 **7.9 ,85 *+,21
^ .2^-5 - ,20 - ,100 58o9 i o 05 9Al
5 o35^ - o75 - o375 65o9 ioi7 I5o20
6 ,*+58 -1,00 - ,500 68 8 1„22 20,50
7 ,558 -1.05 - »525 69o^ lo23 25,20
8 .659 - ,80 - o lf00 66*5 1.18 23,50
9 o766 - .60 - ,300 6^.1 l.l*f 32,00
10 088O - o25 - ,125 59*6 I0O6 3^,20
11 1,035 + o20 + ,100 53o3 .95 35o90





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D 2
qo s 5°0 cm silicone
V 88o9 ft /seCo
Length 1.0 feet
RT = 5o79 X 10?
December 2*+, I963
Barometric Pressure 30.35 in. Hg,
Temperature 57° F.
CD - eOllO
Orifice s/L Ap cm Ap/q
vlocal
ft/sec V/VQ Rs X 10"
^
1 .000 5o00 1.00 OOoO OoOO 0.00
2 .052 3o75 .75 Mf.»+ 0.50 0.15
3 0135 lo35 o27 75o9 .85 .67
k o2l+5 - ,60 - d2 9^.1 1.06 1.50
5 o35^ -1*90 - .33 lO 1*.^ lol7 2Al
6 M8 -2.70 - °9+ 110 3 1.2*+ 3o29
7 »558 =2.95 - o59 112.1 1.26 ^.07
8 o659 =2o50 - .50 108.9 1*22 ^.67
9 o766 -2.00 - .IfO 105o2 1.18 5o25
10 0880 + .25 + o05 8606 .97 ^o97
11 1.035 1.10 o22 78.5 .88 5.29






PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 2
q = 12.0 cm silicone
V ~ 137.7 ft. /sec.
Length 1.0 feet
RL = 8.96 X 10
6
December 2*f, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30.35 in. Kg.
Temperature 57° F.
CD - .009*+






1 .000 12.00 1.00 0.0 0.00 0.00
2 .052 8.95 .7^6 69A .50 .23
3 .135 3.20 .266 117.9 .85 l.O^f
1+
.3^5 - 1.65 - .138 1*4-6.8 1.06 2.3^
5 .35h - 5.00 - .hl7 163.9 1.19 3.78
6 MQ - 7.00 - .53^ 173.3 1.26 5.17
7 -55Q - 7.35 - .653 177.1 1.29 6.kh
8 .6^9 - 7.90 - .658 177.3 1.29 7.61
9 .766 - 6.70 - .558 171.9 1.25 8.58
10 .380 + 1.90 + .153 126.3 .92 7.25
11 1.035 3.35 .321 113.5 .82 7.65





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 2
q a 25.0 cm silicone
V 198.7 ft. /sec.
Length = 1.0 feet
RL . 1.29 X 10
b
December 2*t, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30.35 in. Kg.
Temperature 57° F.
GDp = .0076
Orifice s/L ap cm Ap/q
vlocal
ft/sec v/v Rs X 10"
^
1 .000 25.00 1.00 0.0 0.00 0.00
2 .052 18.65 .7h7 100.2 .50 •&
3 .135 6.**0
"
.256 lQk.7 .93 1.62
h .2h5 - 3.75 - .150 213.1 1.07 3-^
5 • 35V -10.65 - .1+26 237.3 1.19 5M
6 .h5Q -1^.85 - .595 238.0 1.20 7.10
7 .553 -16.25 - .651 255.3 1.28 9.28
3 .659 -17.10 - .685 257.9 1.29 11.07
9 .766 -10.10 - .kok 235.5 1.18 11.75
10 .380 + 3.25 + .130 185. h .93 10. 6**
11 1.035 7.80 .312 I6^f.3 .82 11.11





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 2
q s 38oO cm silicone
V * 2^5*0 fto/seco
Length = 1.0 feet
rl = 1.59 x 10
6
December 2*f, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30*35 in e Hg B
Temperature 57° F.
'Di ,0080
Orifice s/L ap cm Ap/q
vlocal
ft/sec v/v Rs X 10"
5
1 *o000 380OO loOO 0.0 0.00 0.00
2 o052 28 10 7^1 125o0 .51 A2
3 ol35 9o60
"
o253 211 3 .86 1.86
^ o2if5 - 60 20 - .16^ 26^3 1.03 if.22
5 o35^ -I6c05 - .U23 292 . 2 1.19 6.7^
6
.H58 -22*90 - .60*+ 310 c 2 1,26 9.26
7 .558 -2t+ o 90 - .656 315.3 1.28 11. If6
8 .659 -26.M-5 - 0696 319.1 lo30 13.70
9 .766 -10.60 - o279 277d 1.13 13 083
10 088O + 3.95 + olO^f 231*9 .95 13*32
11 1^035 11.95 .315 202 9 .83 13.67





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D s 3
qo s 2o0 cm silicone
V * 56A fto/sec
Length s 1,5 feet
RL s 5oh X 10
5
December 23, I963
Barometric Pressure 30, *+0 in, Hg,
Temperature 62° F Q
'DP
.00395
Orifice s/L AP cm Ap/q
Vlocal
ft/sec v/v Rs X 10" ^
1 oOOO 2o00 loOOO OoO 0.00 OoOO
2 o036 1*35 o676 32o2 o57 .11
3 .101 o20 .100 53*5 o95 .52
h o20>+ - o 20 - .100 59o2 Io05 1.16
5 o303 - o50 - O 250 63ol 1.12 1.86
6 o i+08 - 65 - o325 6^*9 1.15 2o55
7 o506 - o 70 - «35o 65o6 1.16 3.19
8 o607 - o70 - °35o 65c6 1,16 3*3>+
9 o709 - «55 - o275 63o7 1.13 ^35
10 08I6 +- o25 f d25 52«8 »9h k.15
11 o95h .50 o250 ^809 87 hM





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D " 3
q 5°0 era silicone
V s 89o2 fto/seco
Length i„5 feet
RT « 8o58 X 10
^
December 23, I963
Barometric Pressure 300^ in, Hg Q
Temperature 62° F„
CD. 003^5





1 oOOO 5oOO loOO OoO OoOO OoOO
2 o036 3o^0 068 50 5 *57 .18
3 olOl ohO ,03 85o6 .95 083
h 20*+ - o70 - olV 92o3 I0O6 1 86
5 o303 -1.25 - 25 99o7 loll 2o93
6 o^+OS -1.65 - *33 102 c 3 1.15 ^oO>+
7 o?06 -1.85 - c37 lO^fo^ 1.17 5o03
8 o607 -1.90 - o33 IOH08 1.17 6,10
9 o709 -1A5 - o29 101.3 l.l"f 6o96
10 3l6 + o70 4- lk 82o7 o93 6M
11 o95^ le35 o27 76o22 o35 6o96





PRESSURE FORCES ANT) LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 3
q 12o0 cm silicone
V 3 133o 2 fto/seco
Length s 1<>5 feet
RL s l 33 X 10
6
December 23, I963




Orifice s/L AP cm Ap/q
vlocal
ft/sec v/v R£ X 10"
^
1 oOOO 12o00 loOO 0,0 0,00 0,00
2 .036 80IO o675 78o8 .57 o27
3 olOl 08O ,066 133*5 ,96 1,30
k ^20^ - 1,85 - ,15*+ 1^8.5 1,07 2.91
5 o308 - 3o25 - o271 155-8 1.13 ^59
6 o^OS - ^o30 - .358 161.1 1.16 6.33
7 o506 - ho50 -
-375 162,0 1.17 7.90
8 0607 - h Q5 - .k<* 163 7 1.18 9c 58
9 .709 - ^oOO -
-333 159o6 1.15 10.90
10 o3l6 + 1-35 1- .112 130 2 *9*+ 10o23
11 o95h 3o25 o271 118.0 085 10,83





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D s 3
q - 25oO cm silicone
V 199" 5 fto/seco
Length & 1*5 feet
RL - lc92 X 10
6
December 23, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30o 1+0 in Q Hg
Temperature 62° F
CDp s o00335





1 oOOO 25o00 loOO OoO OoOO OoOO
2 o036 16o95 0679 113 2 .57 o39
3 old lo70 o068 192 06 96 1.87
h o20>+ - 3.85 - .15H 21*f.3 lo07 lf.20
5 o308 - 6o70 - o268 22*f.6 lol3 6 e 6l
6 oV03 - 3c30 - o352 231o9 1.16 9.11
7 o?06 - 9»?0 - o330 23^.3 lol7 11.h2
S o607 -10o35 - o^f 237o2 lol9 13*39
9 o?09 - 8A5 - o333 230 7 1.16 l?o76
10 816 +- 2o^5 + 0O98 l89o 1+ o95 li+o38
11 *9^ 6065 266 170 9 ,86 I5c69





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D s 3
a = 380O cm silicone
V B 2^-5o9 fto/seco
Length 1.5" feet
RL s 2o36 X 10
6
December 23, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30o*+0 in Hg D
Temperature 62° F c
CDp = 0O031





1 000 380OO loOO OoO oOO oOO
2 .036 25M o672 1^1 3 ,57 o^9
3 olOl 2A0 0O63 2380O o96 2o32
k e 20J+ - 6,15 - ol62 265*0 I0O8 5o20
5 o308 -10.10 - ,266 276c7 1.13 8 e l5
6 .1*08
-I3A5 - .35*+ 286.1 1.16 1102^
7 o?06 -1^.60 - c38^ 289o3 1.17 Ac 10
8 .607 »15o8o - Ifl6 292.6 1.18 17.12
9 o709 -12o75 - o336 28*f u 2 1.15 19 Ai
10 C 316 t 3A0 + o039 23^o6 o95 180V3
11 o95^ 9*55 o25l 275ol loll 25^25





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D - h
q - 2 cm silicone
V s 56o58 ft. /sec
Length a 2 o feet
RL - 7a8 X icr
December 23, 1963
Barometric Fressure 30° 1+ in c Hg,
Temperature 65° F c
CD s o00123




R £ X 10"
1
*
1 oOO 2o00 loOO OoOO 0.000 OoOO
2 o028 o95 oh75 M-loOO o72k ±M
3 .088 o 20 o 100 53 067 o9^8 5o96
k d83 - o 20 • olOO 59 3^ loO^fS 13.81
5 .286 - o35 - 0175 61o33 l o 08*+ 22 26
6 o387 - ohO - o200 6lo98 lo095 30 A3
7 hQ7 - M - 225 62o62 1.107 38.73
8 o587 - o5o - o050 63o26 1.118 ^7o08
9 0688 - o35 - ol75 6lo33 loOS^f 53 06O
10 o79^ + o30 + ol50 52 c 16 o922 52o57
11 o927 M o225 ^9o8l 088O 53 063
12 I0O6O .10 ,050 55d5 o975 7^ol3
69

TABLE XI I lb
DISTRIBUTION OF NORMAL
PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = h
q = 5 cm silicone
VQ a 890^6 fto/sec,
Length ~ 2o0 feet
RL - lol36 X 10
b
December 23, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30^0 in D Hg




Orifice s/L Ap cm AP/q n
vlocal
ft/sec v/v Rq X 10°^W
1 oOO 5o00 loOO OoOO OoOOO 000
2 o028 2 36 0^72 65oOl o726 2.338
3 o086 o35 0O70 86o28 o96V 9*5®*
U 0183 - o5o - clOO 93o33 1.0^-9 21.8*f
5 o286 - 080 - 0I60 96o35 lo077 3^o 97
6 o387 -1.10 - o220 98082 lolO^f ^+80 50
7 **87 -1.15 - 0230 99o22 lol09 6lo35
8 o587 -1.30 - O 260 100 ok) 1.122 7^07^
9 0688 - o95 - d90 97o59 lo091 85o29
10 o79^ + o?0 + olOO 8H.87 o9^9 85o52
11 o927 lo05 o 210 79o52 0889 93-59





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = k
q a 12 cm silicone
V s 138o59 fto/seco
Length = 2 feet
R! lo76 X 10'
December 23, 1963
Barometric Pressure 300^+0 in Q Hgo
Temperature 65° F°
'D, ,0015?





1 oOO 12 o 00 loOO OoO OcOOO OoOOO
2 o028 5o65 M 100 o 8 o727 o362
3 0O86 o80 o067 133*9 o966 l.W
h ol83 - lo25 - olO^ l*+5°6 lo05l 3o390
5 o286 - 2o20 - l8h 150 o 8 I0O88 5 0^71
6 o387 - 2o85 - o238 15^o 2 loll2 7o569
7 oh8? - 3ol0 - o258 l55o5 1.122 9o6lif
3 o587 - 3^5 - o288 157 o 3 1.13 1* 11.70
9 0688 - 2o75 - o229 153o7 1.109 13 o^3
10 o79^ + o75 + o065 13*+ o 2 o968 13o52
11 o927 2o35 ol96 12Uo3 o897 1^063





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D a h
q = 25 cm silicone
V = 200.0 fto/seco
Length s 2 feet
RL s 2o5^ X 10 6
December 23, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30 o M0 in Hg,
Temperature 65° F c
U ,00169
Orifice s/L Ap cm Ap/qQ
"local
ft/sec v/v R c X 10~5
1 oOOO 25oOO loOO 0.00 .000 .000
2 o028 lie 80 o^72 l^A -726 o523
3 o086 lo65 0O66 193-3 o966 2ol>+8
l* d83 - 2o65 - o 106 210 „*+ lo052 ^897
5 o286 - kM - .178 217 -I 1 085 7-379
6 o387 - 5-85 - o23^ 222o2 1.111 10.91
7 i+87 - 6 k5 - o258 22^0^ 1.122 13-37
8 o587 - 7o30 - o292 227->+ lol36 16o92
9 0688 - 5*75 = o230 221 9 1.109 19-39
10 o79^ + ic30 + o052 19^o8 -97^ 19-63
11 o927 5-05 o202 178o7 0893 21o03





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D Z h
Qo * 38oO cm silicone
V s 2U-6o6 fto/sec.
Length s 2„0 feet
RL = 3oi3 X 106
December 23, 1963
Barometric Pressure 30o*+0 in Hg,
Temperature 65 ° F u
CD, .00199
Orifice s/L Ap cm APAo
local
ft/sec W Rs x 10^
1 .000 38oOO loOO OoO OoOO OoOO
2 .028 I80 00 M5 178o 9 o735 o6^f
3 0O86 2o30 0O61 239oO o969 2.65
k d83 - h ±5 - .110 259o7 lo053 6o05
5 o286 - 6o90 - d82 268ol I0O87 9o7^
6 o387 - 9o05 - o238 27hok 1.113 130^7
7 0U87 - 9o80 - o258 27606 1.121 17.10
8 o587 -11,10 - o292 280 3 1.137 20 087
9 ,688 - 80S5 - o233 273 3 lollO 23o93
10 o79^ + 1.50 + o039 2^-1 7 o980 20o36
11 c927 7o35 ol9^ 221 5 0898 26o07







PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 5
q z 2 cm silicone
V 56.68 ft. /see,
Length 2.5 feet
RL « 8o935 X 10 5
December 23? 1963
Barometric Pressure 30 0^0 in. Hg









1 .000 2o00 loOO 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 o023 08O o>40 >+3o90 °775 .159
3 .079 o!5 0O75 5^51 .962 0679
h 0173 - o!5 - ^075 53,77 lo037 lc599
5 c276 - .25 - .125 60d2 I0O6I 2.612
6 o376 - o30 - o l50 60.78 lc072 3 606
7 A76 - °35 - cl75 61c¥+ i eo8V ^. 610
8 .576 - .35 - 0175 6loMf I0O8W 5.582
9 o677 - o25 - .125 60.12 1,061 60^22
10 o779 4- o20 + .10 53o77 9*+3 60609
11 .909 *35 0175 51 0*4-8 .908 7o377





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D 5
q s 5 era silicone
V s 89o6 fto/seco
Length s 2.5 feet
RL s 1>1 X 10°
December 23 , 1963
Barometric Pressure 30« 1+O in Eg,
Temperature 67° F
CD, ,00098





1 0,000 5oOO loOO OoOO OoOOO OoOO
2 023 1,85 o37 71olh o79^ o258
3 ,079 o30 ,06 86,89 o969 I0O82
3+
,173 - o5o - olO 9*+oOO 1.0^9 2,558
5 .276 - 065 - 013 95^27 I0O63 M-olMo
6 o376 - .80 - o!6 96o 53 lo077 5o726
7 o^76 - 085 = ,17 96 9h 1.032 7o27^
S .576 - o95 - ol9 97.77 1,091 B82
9 o677 - o70 - ollf 95o69 1.068 10 . 220
10 o779 •» 030 f o06 86089 o969 10 068O
11 c909 080 016 82olM- o916 lie 770





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D 5
9o 12 cm silicone
V « 13808 fto/sec.
Length « 2o5 feet
RL s 2ol88 X 10
6
December 23 ? 1963









1 OoOOO 12 o 00 loOO OoOO OoOO oOO
2 o023 ^55 o379 109 0^ o789 o396
3 .079 o75 0O63 13^.^ o968 lo67*+
k d73 - lolO o092 1^5.1 1.0^+5 3o9^8
5 ,276 - I060 - ol33 l*f7o8 1*06^ 60^-23
6 o376 - 2ol5 - ,179 150 08 1.036 8.9Mf
7 Me - 2 25 - 0I87 151 3 lo090 lio350
8 .576 - 2o50 - o208 152 06 lo099 13 0860
9 o677 - lo95 - .163 1^9*7 lo078 I5o990
10 o779 f 060 + o05 135o3 o975 16 0630
11 .909 lo90 .159 127o^ c917 180 250





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D ~ 5
q s 25 cm silicone
Vq 3 2000^ fto/seco
Length = 2o5 feet
RL s- 3°159 X 10 6
December 23, I963
Barometric Pressure 300^+0 in c Hg
Temperature 67 F c
'D,
0OOI3
Orifice s/L ap cm AP/q
Vn 1local
ft/sec V/V Rs X 10" ^
1 OoOOO 25o00 loOO OoO oOO oOO
2 *023 9o^0 o376 158 3 o790 o57^
3 o079 lo50 0O6O 19^3 o969 2 c i+19
»f .173 - 2o50 - olO 210 2 1,0^9 5o721
5 o276 - 3o30- - d32 213 2 1.06H- 9o265
6 o376 - i+0^0 - ol76 217o3 l.OBk 12 089
7 oh76 - ho65 - 0I86 2l8o3 I0O89 I6c37
8 o576 - 5«Z5 - o2l'i+ 220 3 lol02 20o06
9 0677 - IfolO - 0I6U 2l6o2 Io079 23o09
10 o779 + oSO + o032 197o2 o98^f 2^o23
11 o909 3^75 ol50 lSh.7 o923 26o^7





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D s 5
q 38 cm silicone
V a 2^7 ol fto/seco
Length s 2o5 ffet
RL e 3,89 X 10
6
December 23* 1963
Barometric Pressure 30 o *+0 in c Hg„
Temperature 67° F D
'D, = o0015
Orifice s/L Ap cm AP/qn
\Local
ft/sec v/v Re X 10"^
1 OoOOO 33 o loOO OoO oOO oOO
2 .023 ih.h o399 19^o 7 o788 o706
3 079 2o3 0O6I 239o5 o969 2o932
k ol73 - 3o75 - o097 259o0 Io0k8 7 0^+9
5 o276 - h Q5 - d27 262o*+ I0O62 11.1*0
6 o376 - 6o70 - ol76 268o0 lo08^+ I5o90
7 .W - 7o l+0 - d95 270 oO lo093 20*26
3 576 - 8ol5 - o2l5 272 3 1.102 2^-07^
9 o677 - 60IO = 161 266o2 lo077 28 *f3
10 .779 + lo05 + o028 2*f3«6 o986 29 9^
11 .909 5o50 .IM 228.5 092^ 32 7^





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 6
qQ ib 2 em silicone
V m 57oO ft./seco
Length « 3oO feet
RL s lo05 X 10
6
December 23 9 1963
Barometric Pressure 300*+ in Q Hg
Temperature 75° F
Cn s 0o00056





1 cOOO 2o00 loOOO OOoO OoOO OoOO
2 o021 o55 .275 if8o6 085 0I88
3 o073 o05 o025 56*k o99 o755
h cl69 - ol5 - o075 59o2 loO^ I081+
5 o269 = o25 - d25 60o5 I0O6 3o00
6 o369 - o25 - d25 60o? l o06 M-.12
7 0^69 - o35 - ol75 6lo9 I0O8 5o35
8 o%9 - O^fO - o200 62 5 lo09 6o55
9 0669 - o25 - ol25 60o5 I0O6 7o^7
10 o772 + olO + o050 55o6 Q7 7o91
11 o901 o20 olOO 5^0! o9^ 3o98





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D Z 6
q s 5 cm silicone
V s 90 o 2 ft c /seCo
Length z 3°0 feet
RL « 1 66 X 10
6
December 23, I963
Barometric Pressure 30 o 1+0 in Q Hg,
Temperature 75° F.
U 0.00061





1 OoOOO 5»oo loOOO OOoO OeOO OoOO
2 o021 1.31 o262 77o5 086 o30
3 .073 Ool7 003^ 88o7 o98 1.19
h d69 - o33 - 0O66 93*2 1»03 2o90
5 o269 - 060 - ol20 95o5 l o 06 ho75
6 *369 - a 6h - ol28 95o8 I0O6 6o52
7 0^69 - .71 - .lif2 96o^f lc07 8.3^
8 o569 - 080 - 0I6O 97o2 I0O8 16.19
9 o699 - »57 - .ll*t 95o3 1.05 11.75
10 o772 + o28 + o056 87o6 o97 12 0^7
11 o901 .61 d22 8^06 *9^ l 1+ o 03





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 6
q * 12 cm silicone
V 139o8 fto/sec
Length s 3 c O feet
Ri 2o57 X 10'
December 23, 1963










1 OoOOO 12o00 loOOO 000 oO OoOO OoOO
2 o021 2o90 o2i+2 121 7 087 M
3 o073 o30 o025 I380O o98 lo85
k cl69 - o90 - o075 lM+o9 loO^ K. 51





o369 ~1 60 - 0133 1^9 oO I0O6 10.13
7 * 0^69 = ol85 - „i$k 150 2 lo07 12o99
8 o569 ~2 o 00 - ol67 151.0 I0O8 15 08^-
9 0669 ^lo50 - d25 1^803 I0O6 I80 30
10 o772 + o5i + oOi+3 I3608 o93 190^6
11 o901 loh5 ol21 131.1 .$* 21o75





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D = 6
q^ s 25 cm silicone
7Q s 201o8 fto/seco
Length 2 3oO feet
RL m 3o72 X 10
6
December 23, 1963
Barometric Pressure 300^0 in & Hg
Temperature 75° F c
U o00073
-





1 oOOO 25o00 loOOO 000 oO oOO oOO
2 o021 6o20 c2^8 175oO 087 068
3 o073 06O 002^ 199 0^ o99 2o67
h d69 - Io30 - o072 209 uO loOM- 60 50
5 o269 => 3o00 - ol20 213 06 I0O6 10c60
6 o369 - 3o30 - d32 21^o 7 I0O6 lk.6l
7 0^69 - 3o75 - ol50 2160^ lo07 I80 71
3 o569 - ^ol5 - 0I66 217o9 I0O8 22o85
9 0669 - 3ol0 - ol2l+ 21*+ I0O6 260^0
10 .772 ** °95 + ,038 197 9 o98 28o 15
11 o901 3d0 ,12h 18808 o9^ 31o33





PRESSURE FORCES AND LOCAL
VELOCITIES L/D 2 6
q = 38 cm silicone
V s 2^808 fto/seco
Length : 3o0 feet
RT 2 Vo58 X 106
December 23 , 1963
Barometric Pressure 300*40 in Q Hg,
Temperature 75 ° Fo
U 00070







1 oOOO 380OO loOO OoO oOO oOO
2 o021 8o25 .217 220 oO 088 086
3 o073 080' o021 2^6 ol o99 3o30
k d69 - 2.85 - o075 257o9 loO>+ 3o02
5 u 269 - hM - oll7 263oO 1*05 13^05
6 o369 = 5o05 - d33 26*fo8 l o 06 180O2
7 oM59 - 5o65 - ol^ 26606 lo07 23o06
8 o569 - 6o2? - ol65 2680 5 I0O8 23ol6
9 0669 - Vo20 - olio 262 2 lo05 32o36
10 o772 + lol5 4- o 030 2h5oO o98 3^085
.11 o901 hM oll7 262 9 lo05 ^3 062








IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER AT o 009 INCHES
FROM SURFACE
January 15" « 196V Barometer 3O0O8 Iru Hg
Temperature 70° F Q
BODY OF REVOLUTION L/D
Dynamic Pressure 3o80 9o2V 22o9






ol5 o70 086 0=
o25 06O 08O oo
o35 o?6 066 <B>
.« 0V8 6k -
o55 o^2 o58 .
o65 o^2 068 =
o75 0V8 o7^ c=
o875 o37 .56 =




O0O6 0o71 O088 Oo90
o!5 06O o73 o93















BODY OF REVOLUTION L/D = 5
Dynamic Pressure 3o80 9o2^ 22o9
3o
'





O0O6 O06O 0o69 o 83
ol5 c56 o58 °7h





o55 o29 o35 o'+9
c65 o26 o4l o70
o75 o37 o^f6 o53
.875 .32 o3*+ o38
BODY OF REVOLUTION L/D
X/L v/v v/v v/v
O0O6 Oo39 0o^8 O067
ol5 0^6 o^2 o58
.25 »$* o^O o59
M o30 o35 o51o26 o29 M
o55 2U c3^ 069
o65 o30 0^0 062
o75 o31 o35 o5i






STREAMLINED BODY OF REVOLUTION
L/D s 3
q a 3 °8 Ibo/sqo ft.io RT s 5oh X 10-
STATION






























































































L/D « 3 (Continued)
q Q lb/ft
2 22o9 h7o6 72o6
STATION









































cD - 0O032 cDf & 0O03
1






STREAMLINED BODY OF REVOLUTION
L/D h
qn s 3o80 lbo/ft^L 7ol3 X 10-
STATION f*L) ft/sec H
s/L \<^/o ft lb/sq ft % <\
0.028 56,900 0.0213 0.00561
,083 5^,100 .0203 o00535
.133 ^8,600 o0l82 .00^30
.286 lfl,600 oOl56 .00^18
.336 37,100 o0139 .00365
o^86 32,000 o0120 000316
.586 29,^00 .0110 000290
0688 29,100 o0109 .00237
.79^ 33,^00 o0125 000330
o927




q m 9o2^ Ibo /ft













































































































































STREAMLINED BODY OF REVOLUTION
L/D - 5
q a 3^80 Ibo/sqo ft Rl 8 935 X 10^
(bv\ %
STATION \JZL IiZse£ lb/sq ft ^/qn
s/L \*2'» ft 'O
Oo023 ^9,600 O0OI86 000^90
o079 if6, 700 o0175 00^60
oI73 *fO,500 o0152 oOO'M-00
o276 3^,900 o0131 0003^5
o376 29,800 o0112 .00295
.^76 25,300 o0095 o00250
o576 21,800 o0032 o00215
.677 19,800 .007*+ o00195
o778 28,300 .0106 0OO28O
o909 2V,300 o0091 o002H0
% s o00286





















































L/D ~ 5 (Continued)





















































O 023 O0O0233 O s 00206
.079 .00210 .00190
ol73 .00180 .00165






.909 .00105 00 100






STREAMLINED BODY OF REVOLUTION
L/D 6


































































































L/D a 6 (Continued)













































Cn - O 00l65
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Fig. 7
DRAG COEFFICIENTS FOR BODIES
OF REVOLUTION
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DRAG ON A BODY OF
REVOLUTION
L/D= I













12 cm of sil p. one






























Scale = 1/2 X






PRESSURES ON ABODY OF REVOLUTION
L/D= 6
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PERCENTAGE OF FRICTIONAL DRAG
COMPARED TO TOTAL DRAG VERSUS




















IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER OF






IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER OF
.
A STREAMLINED BODY OF REVOLUTION
V/V vs. X/L
Y - .009 inches
119

120

121

122

123











